
Dear Friend,

The fake Republican meeting on January 6 was a dismal failure as the perpetrators of the John
Yob cabal had to resort to Joe Biden level fraud and forgery of proxy ballots to message out
claims that Malinda Pego is now in control of MIGOP. 

Malinda Pego’s new official position

Malinda Pego might as well have appointed herself Queen of Sheba or Galactic Emperor as
either title would be as legitimate as her claim to be Chair of MIGOP.  Such claims are
mere John Yob induced delusions of grandeur.  Here on planet earth, the reality is that
Malinda Pego is now the immediate past Co-Chairwoman of the Michigan Republican Party. 

MIGOP leadership webpage prior to January 6:



Malinda & gang, check the MIGOP website now.  You will find some changes.

By the way, don’t bother trying to reach Malinda at malinda@migop.org.  That email address is
no longer valid.

Why is this discipline necessary? 

Scripture may be our guide.

In 1 Kings 21 we see the story of Jezebel concocting a scheme to rob and destroy Naboth to
benefit her husband, King Ahab.  In this portion of scripture, Jezebel hires criminals to pretend
to be friends of Naboth, only to turn on him, betray him and murder him. 

The LORD then anointed Elijah the Tishbite to let it be known that justice will be
done.  Recompence will be paid.  Ahab’s dynastic line will end in misery and ashes.

God didn’t lie about that.

Just as with Jezebel’s conspiracy, Malinda has used fraud and deceit to attack and betray
Kristina.  Here are the 7 false assertions of fact as put forward by Melinda at the fake
Republican meeting on January 6.

1.     Former donor class MIGOP Chairman Ron Weiser was a great guy that used HIS
OWN $1.9 million dollars to pay down debt to leave MIGOP in a positive cash position,
ready to fight in 2024 and fully supportive of Kristina’s new administration.
2.     Kristina Karamo loyalist Joel Studebaker confirms that Kristina is lying and
incompetent.
3.     Unprecedented money was used for the MIGOP leadership conference which
resulted in massive financial liabilities that were not disclosed to or approved of by the
State Committee.
4.     Kristina is way off goal from her fundraising promises, has not recruited new
patriot-based business owners to fund the party and has refused to take
“out of state” money or money “with strings attached”; The financial position has
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become so bad that essential employees like Dawn Beattie and others were fired
because of inability to pay salaries.
5.     MIGOP is attempting an autocratic disenfranchisement of elected delegates and
county party leaders.
6.     MIGOP has filed frivolous lawsuits and also failed to respond properly to lawsuits
filed against them.
7.     Kristina has failed to accomplish a single important goal, refused to work with
people she perceived as enemies and insulated herself inside a ring of “yes men” that
ultimately take advantage of her.

 As Paul Harvey would say:

Does anyone believe Ron Weiser would lift a finger to help Kristina?  The prospect of such a
statement must seem silly to anyone that says that in a full sentence.  But let’s look at the FEC
report from early 2023 to know the truth.



Notice the date?  $1.96 Million was transferred the day before Kristina was elected MIGOP
chairwoman.  The truth is that Ron Weiser pilfered nearly two million dollars and left MIGOP
totally broke.  Not so much as a single e-mail address was left as all the information was locked
up in a third party “Data trust.”

This was NOT Ron Weisner’s money.  Did he donate it?  Maybe.  But that does not make it his
money.  He has already donated it.  He doesn’t get to take it back. 

Under the Weiser administration the brand of “Republican Party” was so badly damaged that
a mere 12 families funded 90% of MIGOP.   Most constitutionalists and patriot business owners
we talk to about supporting the Karamo administration say that they had long since sworn they
would never give a penny to the party because of its elitist, snobbish disdain for the elected
delegates. 

In many ways MIGOP has had to reboot and rebrand.  We had to show people that the
establishment swamp creatures had been thrown out, root and stem.  The Party of the
Constitution has been reborn as the new MIGOP under Chair Karamo.

Dresden, Germany after Allied firebombing was in better shape than MIGOP following the
Weiser Administration



Joel Studebaker is a fine man.  A nice man.  But he is a low-level volunteer that was never part
of the inner circle of decision makers.  While many of the claims that have been attributed to
Joel are in fact fabricated, Joel did make some unfortunate statements that were simply
incorrect.  These incorrect statements were not due to incompetence, just naivete.  Joel has no
authority to speak on behalf of MIGOP as to many items he is said to have made comment. 
Kristina Karamo, Jim Copas, and Dan Hartman are the only ones authorized to make official
comments on behalf of MIGOP.   

The Mackinac Island leadership conference was the only conference (with still existing
records) ever held by the Republican Party at that location that generated positive operating
cash flow.   The last few leadership conferences were massive financial failures that included six
figure bar tabs that had to be paid after the fact. 

The claim that unprecedented money was used on speakers is a gross misrepresentation. 
Kristina decided to take the nearly $200,000 alcohol budget that Weiser spent to get all his
friends drunk and repurpose it for amazing speakers like Kari Lake, Jim Caviezel, Vivek
Ramaswamy, and many others.  The result was the best attended speaking events in the history
of the conference.



As to fundraising, instead of just telling you Malinda is lying, lets show you she is lying.

Kristina Karamo and I spent untold hours on the road together visiting donors and raising
funds.  We were successful in landing many new patriot owned business donors and out of
state donors as well.  For example, Zuby here with Patriot Business Owners from Populist
Commercial Cleaning Company of Ann Arbor, a brand-new significant donor to MIGOP.



This is Dr. Marry Lou Luebbe, a significant MIGOP donor and Patriot business owner of Luebbe
Hearing Services of Columbus, Ohio.  Dr. Luebbe is here with leadership conference speaker
Alex Newman.



Did Malinda Pego really complain that Kristina Karamo was refusing to take money with
strings attached?  Are you kidding?  Let’s all agree that taking money with string attached
from the World Economic forum and its allies is not something to be encouraged or
celebrated.

MIGOP is not and has not violated the rules or disenfranchised delegated improperly.  This
claim abounds by the use of Saul Alinsky style Rules for Radicals tricks.  They say we violated
transparency.  But do not cite specifics that are legally required to be disclosed and are not. 
They say that delegates are being frozen out but never provide specifics. 

There are no frivolous lawsuits.  The reason there is so much fuss about these lawsuits is that
the donor class has the potential to get caught up in discovery and depositions regarding their
malfeasance in office.

Can you imagine how terrified Ron Weiser is going to be if he gets a subpoena to show up at a
disposition to answer under oath for his treachery? The donor class establishment swamp
creatures that the Karamo administration tossed out by their ear will stop at nothing to prevent
her from dragging their dirty laundry out to the front yard for everyone to see.

Kristina is a force of nature.  The idea that she is controlled by anybody, must be put forward by
someone that's never met Kristina. 

The Karamo Administration has had many successes.  These include a rebranding of the party,
launched a successful election integrity program, held a successful leadership conference,



launched the good neighbor program, and has been thanked behind the scenes for
accomplishing key successful party work to safeguard Michigan’s influence in the national
election for president in 2024. 

Malinda says the “enemies” were pushed to the side and that Kristina was ineffective as a
leader.  Again, facts show a different story.  See for example prime fake Republican conspirator
Andy Sebolt, here praising Kristina and Jim Copas for their exception leadership on a critical
team project for the party:

RNC National Committeeman also recognized Kristina and Jim for their exceptional leadership.

On Monday January 8, Kristina took questions for 3 hours.  She answered every question asked
in full. 

There can be no question but to support Kristina Karamo!

If you have any comments or questions for MRP, please contact us at: info@puregrassroots.org

Yours in Service,

R. Morris Owens, J.D.  
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Director of Communications for Michigan Republican Policy

P.S. Please forward this e-mail on to all the other activists in your network.  


